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Editor’s Note
Thank you to all contributors to this newsletter. The deadline for the Spring Newsletter
is 1st March 2015. Please send contributions to barbara.barnwell@btinternet.com
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Chairman’s Letter
Another long hot summer and so far good weather for all our plant sales. However, we
are not making as much money as we should. Next year we are planning some changes of
venues for some sales and I’ll report back later. Sadly, Lower Severalls is not going to be
available for our Spring sale but we have three offers of accommodation which we are
considering. We REALLY need a venue in the north-east of the county. If anyone out
there knows where we could stage a sale would you get in touch with me? We need space
for about 20 stalls with easy access for trader’s big vans, parking space for 100+ cars and
somewhere to cater for refreshments.
Arrangements for the National AGM next year are up to date and copy has gone to HQ
ready for printing in Autumn Journal. This year’s AGM was most enjoyable and we visited some beautiful gardens. Pauline, as usual, organised a very good programme. The
time allowed for questions at the end of the meeting was very short and we have been
asked to allow more time for questions at the AGM in 2015.
However, our own AGM will be on December 6th with a Bring and Share luncheon and a
talk in the afternoon by Sue Applegate. I know that there will be at least one vacancy on
the Committee and hope that one of you will be good enough to offer your services. The
agenda is enclosed in this Newsletter.
Our thanks go to Pauline for arranging a wonderful day out to Wildside and The Garden
House in Devon. Sadly, I was unable to go but everyone seemed to enjoy it.
I hope you all read Gill Groombridge’s article in the last Newsletter re the Plant Guardian
Scheme. This is a very important project and we already have one such plant registered in
Somerset. While one might not want the work involved in caring for a large Collection,
many more of us could give a home to one threatened plant to care for and propagate.
I look forward to seeing many of you at the AGM. If you have never been do try to get
there this year and meet other members. The AGM is not nearly as ‘dry’ as you might
think!
Mary Sephton

URGENTLY REQUIRED
Site for plant sale, in the north east of Somerset
Space for 20 traders. Parking for 150+ cars.
Availability of refreshments
Easily accessible by Traders’ large vans
Please contact Mary Sephton - 01934 842 915 or
Don Everitt - 01275 462 700
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Report from National Council member
This year has seen many changes in the management of our Plant Heritage charity. We have
a new Chief Executive, Sarah Quarterman, who comes from a background of charity work
and, in particular, fundraising, so we look forward to her leadership in this aspect and that of
recruitment.
After a year spent in trying to clear the large financial annual deficit, which has beset our
charity in the past and is still a problem, we now have a new National Treasurer, Alan
Ratcliffe, whose financial experience will hopefully lead us into a more secure and positive
situation.
Mercy Morris, currently Plant Conservation Officer, is to reduce her hours as she is to undertake postgraduate research and study. Her colleague, Sophie will take on the post of Plant
Conservation Officer and continue to spend some time on the Threatened Plants Project, for
which Kalani will take overall responsibility. Gill and Gillian will continue their work on the
National Collections.
Our Chairman for the past six years, Professor Michael Alder, relinquished the post at the
end of his term of office in August and has been succeeded by Mike Buffin, a Trustee of
Plant Heritage, who works for the National Trust. They have kindly released him on a sort of
sabbatical to allow him time to chair our Charity. He is also well known and respected in
Plant Conservation organisations. He should be a worthy successor to Michael
Alder, who this year has worked tirelessly on the Appeal to reduce the deficit to £7,000.
Work continues on the Threatened Plant Project, which has been given an impetus by the
Plant Guardian Scheme, which is proving popular, and on changes to the criteria for National
Collections. This is so that Members with smaller gardens and fewer facilities may also become holders of a part of a Collection, either on their own or as a member of a group Collection. This is working very positively in Bristol, where Bristol Zoo is sharing Collections with
neighbouring schools. This initiative gives an added purpose and source of pride for pupils
who are engaged in furthering their horticultural knowledge and education and new avenues
for teachers to explore with young people in developing life skills and the practical application of their scientific and other classroom studies.
We can help by introducing as many of our friends as we can to the work and activities of our
Group. We need to introduce new members to the importance of conservation of all plants,
especially garden plants. The wild flower and plant species have many advocates for their
welfare, and boy! do they need them in this increasingly concreted and solar panelled world,
but so do our garden plants, subject as they are to the vagaries of fashion and the demands
and pollution of the motor car as we turn our front gardens into car parks.
We have a thriving group, compared with many. Ours is currently the seventh largest County
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group, but many of us are aging and will soon have to pass on the batons we carry in the work
of our organisation. Will you be willing to pick it up? It may be tiring at times, time consuming and seemingly endless and thankless, reducing our spouses to demand "Why do you do
it?" And that is the point - we do it because we care, because the work of conservation is crucial to the survival of our beautiful and bountiful planet as we know it. Each of us is only a
small part of a much greater whole, but all of us working together can help to keep a smile of
happiness on the face of our world.
Pauline Clapp

Visit to Mary Payne’s Garden
Noticing Mary Payne MBE, designer/teacher/lecturer was opening her garden for NGS,
groups of 8-10 by appointment, I booked a slot, hoping I had enough friends! The yellow
book described it as “a quart of good plants in a quarter pint sized plot”, which it truly is.
There are 350 plants in a very small front and back garden.
The front is gravel with yellow, orange and red colours, 32 different ones out (25th June)
including Californian poppy, red hot poker, verbascum, very good named varieties. (We
were very efficiently supplied with a list). The back garden, in complete contrast is all
pink and blue shades, over 50 out today, campanula, phlox, salvia, clematis, penstemon,
etc. There is a water feature, auricula theatre and a greenhouse, interestingly, shaded by a
piece of fleece over the outside.
Mary advises looking at every plant every day and you will never have pests and disease,
sound advice; if you cannot do that your garden is too big. We admired the immaculate
lawn at the back and discussed artificial grass. Within a moment, out comes Mary with
about 8 small samples of Nam grass in different shades of green, some healthy some not
so, pick the one that is most like your lawn, it is so realistic.
An hour of Mary’s tips and advice, a guided tour, a cup of tea included, well worth the
hour’s travel to get there.
Penny Berry
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Minutes of the 29th Annual General Meeting at the Maids Head Hotel Norwich Norfolk
Saturday 10 May 2014
(A brief resume)
Our Chairman, Professor Michael Alder DL, opened the meeting and then introduced our new Chief Executive Officer Sarah Quarterman.
The previous Minutes were agreed and signed. There were no matters arising. 100 members attended representing 21 groups.
After six years as Chairman Professor Alder welcomed our new Chairman Michael Buffin, who would be
taking over after this meeting. Professor Alder thanked the Staff who were leaving. A replacement was
being sought for the Fund Raising post. He thanked all the Staff and volunteers for the smooth transition.
He thanked Mike Squires who is retiring after overseeing many of our appearances at Shows.
Finance: Our new National Treasurer is Alan Ratcliffe. Financially the position is as six years ago but
unfortunately the current year is worse. We have a deficit forecast of £28,159. Our groups and individual
members have raised £29,634 to date (07 November 2013) otherwise the deficit could be well over
£60,000. Michael Alder is continuing the Threatened Plants Appeal and hopes to leave his successor with
a better financial outlook.
Commerce: We must tap into the £5 billion horticultural market.
Membership: Static at 3991 members nationally. We need to recruit more members, also a diverse range
of members if Plant Heritage is to survive and continue with its crucial work.
We also need to consider how to help our smaller groups who are struggling.
Conservation of plants: Now in its fifth year TPP going well with 344 plants.
Plant Guardian Scheme: We now have 56 members of the Plant Guardian Scheme with 179 plants. A
positive achievement.
Education: Now up and running again with a new Chairman.
The Plant Exchange: Again this was very successful under Lloyd Kenyon with over 1000 plants exchanged.
Independent Accounts Report
The accounts were briefly gone through with copies available of the full report. These were agreed as a
correct record. The re-appointment of Warner Wilde Ltd, proposed from the Chair, was confirmed by all
present.
The meeting closed at 11.10am and an Open Forum took place.
Amongst several Q/A’s were the following:-
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Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Norfolk - Why do we not have a once a year fixed date for
subscriptions
It would not work out any cheaper and it was easier to do this in
small batches rather than 4000 all at once
Yorkshire - Have we a Presentation talk available to give a
spontaneous talk when booked speakers have to cancel
There is a presentation available but it required updating and this
would be looked into
Sussex mentioned that the Hardy Plant Society is also doing a PPH
We conserve plants for different reasons but working to complement
each other – not in competition.

Ann Celer

West of England Seed Distribution 2014/2015
The seed exchange gives members of the scheme an opportunity to receive seeds for free. The cost of
postage and packaging is paid by the treasurer for each group. The numbers of recipients for last year
are as follows: Devon 5, Gloucestershire 16, Somerset 4, Wiltshire 6, Worcestershire 1. The cost per person was £1.20
I have in stock 687 items, which are stored in a cool dry place where the temperature fluctuation is
small. The question of longevity arises and could be a problem, for example Angelica keeps for 1 to 2
years only. Aquilegia germinates best in the 2 nd year, but the majority range from 3 to 10 years and a
few 40 years. To ensure members have seeds which are viable, I mix new seed with old. If there is a
need to move seeds on members get a large quantity of seeds, in the hope that some will grow!
Please find time to collect seeds that have been thoroughly ripened. Do not expose them to excess heat
and humidity, because this may break the dormancy period. The closing date for posting packets of
named seeds to me is Sunday 22nd November 2014. My address is:Mrs Jean Guthrie
Rosebrook House
Dinmore
Hereford
HR4 8ED
The seeds will be repacketed and a list compiled. If you have taken part in this scheme and I have your
address label you will be sent the list before Christmas 2014. On the other hand, if you are new and
wish to have free seeds please send me your address label or email your address to me at jeanguthrie346@btinternet.com
The West of England Seed Distribution is voluntary and is operated by myself and Professor Robin
Sibson who checks the nomenclature so that it is correct and up to date. Finally, he prints it for free. I
look forward to receiving this year’s crop of seeds. Thank you for taking part in it.
Jean Guthrie
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Group Visit to Norfolk May 2014
Wednesday 7th. After a slight hiccup (thank God I wasn’t the one who overslept!) we arrived
at Anglesey Abbey, which is in fact a large house built on the site of an abbey or priory. This
was the home of the man who was to become Lord Fairhaven, who created the grounds and
arranged , 20 years before he died, to leave it to the nation via the National Trust, with the stipulation that it must be left as it was, as if he had popped out to the shop (or the races). This added
a great deal to the enjoyment of the contents of the house. The grounds were also to be kept as
he did with blue and white hyacinths followed by dahlias in the formal beds. Some of the rose
beds looked very robust while others looked very poor. This is because the hybrid teas are
gradually being replaced by modern varieties, the soil being replaced to a depth of five feet to
avoid rose sickness.
All the magnificent trees had been planted since 1925 when Lord Fairhaven moved there. They
were mature but had had an air of youthfulness about them. Most parkland trees are much older
than these.
Thursday 8th. This morning we visited Fairhaven Water and Woodland Gardens, previously
owned by the brother of yesterday’s Lord Fairhaven, (their money came from American oil),
which again has been left for the nation to enjoy, via a trust. The candelabra primroses were at
their best as were the trees and the birds. There is a King oak and a Queen oak (slightly
younger) which is apparently 950 years old, in contrast to yesterday’s trees. We had a boat trip
around the Broad and it was full marks for the tea rooms too.
Thursday pm we arrived at a 30 acre maze! East Rushton Old Vicarage, what a treat. We all
agree it is one of the best gardens in the country. Room after room, vista after vista all surrounded by miles of hedges clipped to perfection. A quote I overheard “I’ve seen lavish spending on 5 acres but not on 30”. This garden was begun in 1973 and the hedges planted a) as a
shelter and b) to help reverse the loss of so many hedges in East Anglia to modern farming.
There is every type of garden within, herbaceous borders, Mediterranean, exotic, desert, sunken
gardens, box parterre, woodland area, cornfield meadow, wildlife pond, vegetable and cutting
garden plus much more. RHS trials are conducted here; in the past dianthus and border phlox,
currently, low hedging is being trialled. The owners describe it as an oasis in a prairie landscape. I have read so many favourable reports on this garden and now I have been. It did not
disappoint. The weather did however drizzle rain most of the time we were there. We are fortunate to go there as they do not have to ‘let us in’. There are many wonderful private gardens
that do not open at all.
Friday 9th. Our Chairman and Vice Chairman Mary and Yvonne did not join us today as they
were very busy at the hotel where the National AGM was being prepared. Somerset group were
putting up a display about next year’s AGM to be held in Somerset. They missed a treat at
Chestnut Farm, a 3 acre garden where the owners have been living for 50 years. They spoke of
their regret at planting a shelter belt of poplars instead of something less fast growing as they
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have been topped once at great expense and are now as high again and need re-topping. Likewise a leylandii hedge which they have just grubbed out and replaced by yew. If only they had
done so in the beginning and not been so impatient. They urged us to plant the best variety of
every plant and have some splendid examples of shrubs to prove it. By having a guided tour we
heard many tips they had learnt along the way. A much loved garden. I would have liked to
stay longer but we needed to leave for Sandringham where we walked the immaculate grounds
where the azaleas were at their best. In contrast to Anglesey Abbey where the trees had an air
of vitality about them, the magnificent trees here are coming to the end of their elegant life but
will still last many years.
I didn’t realise the house was rebuilt in the late 1890’s because it was too small. All the rooms
were so light with natural daylight allowed to flood in. The guides filled us in with useful facts
about the Royal family in residence. It takes 3 days to change over from opening to prepare for
the Queen’s arrival. The museums and church are all worth visiting. I admire all my companions, many over 80, who covered the lot, which involved quite a lot of walking.
We were missing more of our group at the evening meal as they attended the National evening
meal and speakers which, being the two gentlemen who own East Rushton would have been
very good.
Saturday 10th. We could sightsee and shop or attend the National AGM and meet at the
Bishops Palace Garden for a guided tour at 11.30am. This is a walled oasis of calm within Norwich with a lovely gardener who had an eye for unusual plants and lots of ideas for future plans.
He was also very modest about his achievements. He sells plants to get extra money for the
garden at very reasonable prices. We all admired Buddleja colvilei Kewensis which was introduced at Chelsea 2010 and were sorry to hear he sold 12 plants yesterday at £4.00 each. He
would have sold another 12 today. A north border full of healthy hosta was a picture. South
and West borders contained many exotic plants. The twin herbaceous borders are about to be
rejuvenated and bindweed and ground elder removed with the plants temporarily placed in the
veg plot. There were four pretty impressive compost heaps too, worked on a four year cycle.
Pauline had to work hard getting entry today as the ex Archbishop of Canterbury was visiting.
All aboard and onto Bressingham. the Dell and Foggy Bottom, the famous gardens of Alan and
Adrian Bloom. Blooms of Bressingham from where I stocked my garden 30 years ago is sadly
no more. The famous island beds are still well kept with masses of healthy herbaceous perennials promising a wonderful show from June onwards, the trollius and Solomons seal were just at
their best, several varieties of each. Son Adrian has more height with shrubs and trees. Unfortunately we could not buy anything we had seen as the plant centre now belongs to a chain and
sells municipal plants. The groaning bus must have been relieved as the boot is now full and
they are having to be spread about the bus. The snake bark maple tree is a useful marker for
those of us in its proximity to find our seats.
An interesting photo opportunity arose today. We were about to depart from the Bishop’s Pal9

ace surrounded by ‘architecture’ when a man appeared to be taking a photo of our ‘Bakers Dolphin’ bus. Surely not, but yes he definitely was, as he took another one and wandered off very
satisfied.
Sunday 11th. Our journey home was broken by a visit to Cambridge Botanic Gardens, holders
of seven National Collections. All sorts to interest us here and plenty of works in progress too.
Wonderful greenhouses with every climate catered for in separate houses. I came home with
lots of new ideas I hope to carry out, several new plants I need to acquire. Pauline really is a
saint to undertake these excursions. Not only does it allow us to visit gardens we may not otherwise go to, it is a social event as well. Peter our tolerant bus driver even said he would like to
come with us again. The lack of traffic on a Sunday meant we were home an hour earlier than
we expected. A perfect end to a perfect holiday.
PS Do I mention what is becoming a habit we need to break, the necessity to call an ambulance.
Midge had the misfortune to have the hotel door close on her and knock her backwards and that
was before she had even got into the hotel. Thank goodness it was not as serious as it could
have been, especially as the Duchess of Cornwall’s brother died recently in a similar incident. I
am pleased to report last year’s casualty Sue was walking up and down stairs as easily as I was.
Penny Berry

Fairhaven Water and Woodland Gardens

Above & Right
East Rushton Old Vicarage
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Above & Left
East Rushton Old Vicarage

Chestnut Farm

Buddleja colvilei Kewensis
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Bishop’s Palace Garden

Bressingham

Cambridge Botanic Gardens
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Plant Heritage Somerset Group
PROGRAMME 2014/15
All indoor meetings are held at Edington Village Hall
(north side of A39 between Bridgwater and Street) unless otherwise indicated
Members’ plant sale one hour before each lecture
Admission free for members, £4.00 non-members except where stated otherwise
Please contact Pauline Clapp for details of trips and Visits Early booking essential!
Tel 01278 451631 e-mail clapppauline@aol.com
Saturday 1 November
1.30
2.15
2.30
Saturday 6 December
11.00
12.00
1.00
2.15
2.30

Members’ Plant Sale and Coffee
Notices
Sally Gregson—The Ornamental Vegetable Garden
Members’ Plant Sale and Coffee
A.G.M.
Bring and Share Lunch
Notices
Sue Applegate - From Plant to Plate (with a Christmas
Flavour)

Thursday 15 January

New Year’s Lunch at the Walton Gateway

Saturday 31 January
1.30
2.15
2.30

Members’ Plant Sale and Coffee
Notices
The Inca Trail, its Sights, People and Plants—Derek Briggs

Saturday 28 February
1.30
2.15
2.30

Members’ Plant Sale and Coffee
Notices
Saxifrages—Ian Nex

Saturday 7 March

Saturday 28 March
1.30
2.15
2.30

Early Spring Plant Sale Backwell W.I. Hall, Station Road,
Backwell BS48 3QU. 10 am to 4 pm. Cream Teas.
Admission 50p.

Members’ Plant Sale and Coffee
Notices
Dr Margaret Webster, National Collection Holder-Primulas
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Friday 17 to Sunday
19 April

We host the National AGM of Plant Heritage at the Webbington
Hotel, near Axbridge

Saturday 25 April

Spring Plant Fair at Cothay Manor, Wellington
N.B. NEW VENUE!

Wednesday 3 June
6.30 pm

Visit to Babbs Farm, Bason Bridge nr Highbridge TA9 4RF
(See description in the NGS Yellow Book) followed by Pub
Supper

Saturday 6 June

Plant Sale , Edington Village Hall 10 am to 3 pm
Plants grown by Somerset Plant Heritage members only.
Free Admission. Tea and coffee available.
Free Talk by our Vice-President and Founder Member of Plant
Heritage, Don Everitt. His subject will be “Why Not Try Something Different?” Don is a trained and experienced horticulturalist,
a long-standing nurseryman, well respected in the trade. He is also
an excellent speaker. His talk will be illustrated by slides and he
will take questions afterwards.

12.00

Saturday 4 July
1.30
2.15
2.30

Members’ Plant Sale and Coffee
Notices
Lift the Latch, an All Year Round Garden—Pauline and David
Wright

Thursday 9 July

Visit to the Latch Garden near Chard. £5 to include tea and cakes

August

N.B. We are NOT having a stand at Taunton Flower Show this
year for logistic reasons. Should the problems be resolved, we may
well participate again in 2016

Tuesday 8 September
2.00 pm

Visit to Bath Priory Cotinus Collection, followed by Cream Tea at
3.45 pm. Travel by car—sharing to fill seats and ease parking
needs. Cost £15

Saturday 12 September

Autumn Plant Fair at Moor Plants, Ashcott

Thursday 24 to Saturday Visit to Gardens of Hampshire
26 September
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Saturday 3 October
11.00
12.15
2.00
2.30
Saturday 14 November
1.30
2.15
2.30
Saturday 5 December
12 noon
1.15
2.15
2.30

Autumn Day
A Passion for Plants—Mary Benger of Burrow Farm Gardens
Bring and Share Harvest Lunch
Notices'
The Development of Burrow Farm Gardens, Dalwood, nr
Axminster—Mary Benger
Members’ Plant Sale and Coffee
Notices
The Wonders of Westonbirt. Weston Volunteer Speaker.
AGM and Christmas meeting
AGM
Bring and Share Christmas Lunch
Notices
Photographing Plants and Gardens in Winter—Talk and
Make your own Christmas Cards. David Manners

N.B. As all Garden visits this year (with the exception of the Hampshire tour) are within
Somerset, I do NOT intend to hire coaches for them. Transport will be by cars, but please car
share as much as possible and share the cost of petrol with your driver!
Notice that we have new venues for all our Plant Fairs in 2015! We have had other offers of
venue, so we may well rotate our sales around the County in future years, thus fulfilling some
of our brief as SOMERSET Plant Heritage Group and bringing the work of our Charity to the
attention of a wider pool of potential members.
We will, of course, need the support of all our present members whenever they can help in any
way, however small. We all can grow the plants to sell, sowing seeds, potting up portions of our
perennials when we split them. taking stem cuttings or root cuttings and layering the lower
twiggy stems of more woody plants and climbers. If you are a Plant Guardian, what better way
to ensure the continued existence of the Threatened Plant for which you care than by propagating it and passing its progeny on, whether by sale or gift.
We shall need help to set up and take down the stalls and displays and, of course, to lend a hand
with sales or refreshments (where we offer them), for just an hour or two. It may be a little tiring, but a very enjoyable and companionable experience with plenty of tea or coffee breaks and
the chance to pick up a rare treasure plant wise or just that specimen you have always wanted
but never tracked down!
Please let Pauline know if you can help in any way and thank you.
15

NEW YEAR'S LUNCH 2015 - WALTON GATEWAY
THURSDAY, JANUARY 15TH
SET MENU
STARTERS
Cream of Parsnip Soup, served with homemade bread
Tomato and Mozzarella salad, served with a balsamic dressing
Chicken Liver Parfait, served with pear chutney and crostinis
MAIN COURSES
Roast Leg of Pork, served with a chipolata, roast potatoes and seasonal vegetables.
Grilled Lamb Chop, served with Mediterranean vegetables and red wine gravy
Pan Fried Fillet of Hake, with leek mashed potato, spring cabbage and white wine sauce
Mushroom and Tarragon Risotto, served with shaved parmesan and fresh cress
DESSERTS
Homemade Lemon Tart, served with fresh raspberries and raspberry coulis
Chocolate Mousse, served with homemade honeycomb and chocolate soil
Homemade Sticky Toffee Pudding, served with Butterscotch Sauce
AFTER DINNER COFFEE OR TEA
TWO COURSES £13.95 per head - THREE COURSES £17.95 per head

Plant Names Simplified
Some time last year, I was asked if I could recommend a good book which could be used to
learn plant names, their origins and pronunciations. When I was teaching Flower Arranging
Judges, I always recommended a small book entitled ‘Plant Names Simplified’ by Johnson and
Smith. This sadly, is very out of date but still available and is a good book for those who find
names difficult to remember.
We bought some for our sales table and they proved very popular, even being bought by seasoned gardeners and nurserymen who had been ‘brought up on it’ years ago!
If you cannot remember how to spell Dahlia, for instance, it might help to know that it was
named for Andreas Dahl, a Swedish botanist and pupil of Linnaeus. In America it is still pronounced dah-le-a and not day-le-a as is commonly heard in UK. The entry goes on to give a list
of varieties such as ‘coccinea, promounced kok-sin-e-a, scarlet’.
It is available through Amazon at the very modest price of £6.
Mary Sephton
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Trip to the Gardens of Hampshire in 2015
Thursday, September 24th to Saturday, September 26th, 2015
TRAVEL:

Bakers Dolphin coach.

HOTEL:

Holiday Inn, Winchester ( 2 nights half board ).

COST:

£170 to £195 depending on numbers. The more there are on the coach, the
Cheaper it will be. Single supplement £48.
Garden entrances and tip for driver: £50 approximately.

INSURANCE: Bakers Dolphin travel insurance (£22.50) should be paid with the deposit
if required
DEPOSIT: £35. Cheque payable to Bakers Dolphin. Send to:
Mrs Pauline Clapp, Penwood Farm, Chedzoy, Nr Bridgwater, Som. TA7 8RW
as soon as possible, please, and especially if you require a single room.
Remember, Winchester, which combines its Cathedral and a key role in England's
history with proximity to Portsmouth and Southampton, is a draw for tourists,
so we need to book as early as we can.
The DEADLINE for deposits to me is the New Year's Lunch at the Walton
Gateway Restaurant on Thursday, January 15th.
FINAL PAYMENTS will be due at the meeting on Saturday, July 4th or the
visit to Lift the Latch garden on July the 9th.
GARDENS: We hope to visit nine gardens during our stay, some are open to the public on a
regular basis, but most are outstanding Yellow Book gardens, many having
featured in The Garden, Gardens Illustrated, The English Garden and elsewhere
in the horticultural press. All have something special to see in the mid autumn
season and make special provision for groups at this time of year.
BOOKING: Booking Forms will be available at all meetings until January or can be requested
by telephoning me on 01278 451631.
Thank you!
Pauline
We are pleased to welcome the following new members:
Mr Chris Britton - Pawlett, Bridgwater
Mr Julian Bosdari—Castle Cary
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Visit to Wildside Garden and The Garden House
For those of us who had not visited the garden
before, our trip to Wildside near Buckland
Monachorum in Devon on a hot June day this
summer will remain in our memories as
“amazing”, “inspirational,” “innovative” or
whatever term you prefer to describe this most
unusual garden.
As we came round a corner from the entrance,
the ground fell away and the colour on the slopes
before us took our breath away – the many
shades of Dierama pulcherrima from crimson
through to white, (hybrids bred here), mixed
with grasses and mingling with delicate types of
orange kniphofias flowing into drifts of yellow day lilies, blue eryngiums and crimson astrantias. The path led down to water edged with rodgersia and then up again with banks lined with
anthemis and campanula at eyelevel, all against a background of trees and shrubs planted as
shelter belts and backdrop to show off the flower colours. In the distance was a lovely pink form
of Cornus kousa 'chinensis' in full flower.
These changing levels were achieved by great earthmoving techniques which Keith Wiley, the
owner and designer of this garden undertook when he moved to the site, originally a flat 4 acre
field, in 2004, after 25 years as head gardener at The Garden House a mile away. His idea for
this new garden, a 'new naturalism' began there when he extended that garden westwards and
included a wild flower meadow. Travelling abroad with his wife Ros, herself an accomplished
painter of plants and flowers, Keith was inspired by the way that wild plants establish themselves in drifts and adapt to places which suit their requirements, making maximum use of
available light and blending together in a tapestry of colour. They do not often grow in separate
clumps as we tend to put them in our gardens. Some of his favourite places for study are the
wide open spaces of South Africa, the flowery hills
of Crete and the Southern parts of the United States
especially California, but also our own moors and
cliff tops of Cornwall with their drifts of heather,
thrift, and gorse.
The different levels necessary to achieve these natural landscapes have been made by first stripping
off the topsoil with a digger , putting it on one side,
and then excavating the subsoil – mainly degraded
slate - to different levels to form slopes and gullies
creating aspects for all kinds of plants ( 4½ thou18

sand to date and more to come). For instance colchicums planted on S. facing slope do not fall
over. The topsoil is then replaced in layers of varying depth or barely at all. All this necessitates
working 14 hour days and ' no life' but Keith Wiley is a man driven by his vision of this amazing garden.
The furthest part of the site (which faces NWSE) is still under construction and at its highest
point is now 20' above the surrounding landscape, giving wonderful views of the surrounding
countryside with the church tower of Buckland Monachorum and Dartmoor in the distance.
Birches form a background here with wisteria in front and many smaller Cistus which love the
sunny slopes. In the deep winding gullies, rolls of liner await their role, for there is no natural
water on the site and all the water for ponds and streams will have to be pumped to fill them.
The rainfall here is 60” a year but the drainage is excellent so a wide variety of plants thrive. On
the way down bright orange Castilleja sp. (Indian Paint Brush) - parasitic on prairie grasses,
brightened the dry banks.
There is also a courtyard garden shaded by pergolas and containing more interesting plants,
many in deep gravel filled troughs, plus a mouth watering sales area...................
Normally the garden is open on certain days in June and July but will not be open at all in 2015,
as Keith and Ros will be building their house!
The Garden House, a mile away from Wildside at Buckland Monachorum, is a well known and
well established garden which has been described as “a plantsman’s paradise”. Lionel and
Katharine Fortescue began the creation of the garden when they moved to the former Georgian
Vicarage with its 10 acres of land in 1945. The garden is planted on a N. facing valley slope
and the first part consisted of a lawned area in front of the house and terraces falling away to
the walled garden at the bottom set in the ruins of a 16 th century vicarage. Lionel Fortescue
had an artistic eye, and made use of colour, texture and form in his plantings, always choosing
the best varieties of plants available at the time and this has been continued by successive head
gardeners after the Fortescues set up a charitable \Trust in 1961 to secure the future of the garden.
The terraces lead down from the lawn through a
tall hedge of trimmed camellias and are planted
with shrubs, trees and ferns. Climbers and wall
shrubs clothe the basal walls and at the bottom is
a walk through borders of colourful perennials.,
leading to a restored stone arch through which
the new Jubilee Arboretum can be seen planted
in a meadow with a winding stream and a lake.
This commemorates 50 years of the \Fortescue
Garden Trust and contains over 100 trees planted
by the then Head Gardener Matt Bishop.
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Nick Haworth took over as Head Gardener from 2013 and with his deputy and a small team of
part time gardeners and volunteers plus two horticultural students continues to care for this unusual and very special garden.
In the objectives of the Fortescue Garden Trust they undertake to plant “only the best of species”, and in the walled garden the deep crimson Alstroemeria 'Princess Leyla', blue Eryngium
zabelii 'Foncett Ultra', purple Eryngium zabelii 'Foncett Ultra ‘Caradonna', and double orange
Potentilla 'Blazeaway ' stood out with unusual low hedges of fresh green Phillyrea angustifolia
f. rosmarinifolia. In the shelter of the wall was a beautiful Rubus lineatus with silky hairy
stems and leaves and at the far end a very unusual Eucryphia, E. lucida 'Ballerina' with pale
pink pendant flowers.
Before Matt Bishop, Keith Wiley was Head Gardener and in his 25 years at The Garden House
he extended the garden westwards and began to use his naturalistic ideas, first in the cottage
garden, where he used native wild flowers together with exotic species and then in the wildflower meadow creating drifts of plants as they occur in natural landscapes. In the spring, fritillaries and then native orchids appear, followed by many summer perennials including oxeye
daisies, poppies, geraniums and evening primroses. This is only mown once in early autumn to
allow seeding to occur. The view across the flowers to Buckland church and the hills of Cornwall is stunning. Included in this 6 acre extension of the garden are an Acer Glade whose colours must be wonderful in the autumn, and a woodland walk ending in a “Magic Circle”, a
small group of granite stones set within grassy banks . This was only built in 1994, but appears
much older. From here one can look back to the house over the meadow.
Other delights at this end of the Garden House include a summer garden, bulb garden and a
rhododendron walk which must be beautiful in the spring. There is really something for everyone here and I can imagine children would love to explore all the corners. The sales area was a
draw for the adults!
Sheila Chambers
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PLANT HERITAGE
SOMERSET GROUP
(Reg Charity Nr: 1059504)
Notice is hereby given that the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of the Somerset Group
of PLANT HERITAGE (NCCPG) will be held in Edington Village Hall on Saturday 6th
December 2014 at 12 noon.
AGENDA
1

Apologies for Absence

2

Minutes of the AGM held on 7th December 2013

3

Matters Arising from the minutes

4

President's welcome address

5

Chairman’s report

6

Report from the Council Delegate

7

To receive and adopt the Statement of Accounts for the year ended October 31 st 2014

8

Report from the Collections’ Co-ordinator

9

Election of Officers – Chairman, Vice- Chairman, Treasurer and Secretary

10 Election of Committee:The following members are eligible for re-election and have agreed to continue:
Mrs Noni Bemrose, Mrs Pauline Clapp, Mrs Sheila Chambers, Mrs Yvonne Radford,
Mrs Margaret Adams, Mrs Barbara Barnwell, Mr Don Everitt. Mr Ken Armstrong,.
—oOo—
At the close of the meeting, there will be time for questions
Following the business meeting, there will be a BRING AND SHARE LUNCH for everyone
and at 2.00pm Sue Applegate will give a lecture on “From Plant to Plate” (with a Christmas
flavour)
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PLANT HERITAGE NEWS
For news on what’s happening at National Office visit
www.plantheritage.com
For Somerset Group activities visit
www.plantheritagesomerset.org.uk

Bulbs all shapes
and sizes
Great catalogue
Home grown specialities include Galanthus,
Iris Unguicularis forms
and Camassia
Burnt House Farm
10% discount on
orders over £40.
Quote NCCPG offer

Mid Lambrook
South Petherton
Somerset
TA13 5HE
Tel: 01460 242177
www.avonbulbs.co.uk
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Friendly family run Nursery.
Unusual plants & old favourites.

Perennials, unusual basket plants, Roses,
Herbs, Fruit trees, Climbers,
Shrubs, Ornamental Containers.
Tea shop & gardens open in Summer,
Home-made Cream Teas & Cakes,
Morning Coffee.
Mini digger & driver hire, garden landscaping & earth sculpting
Open 10am to 5pm. 7 days
01823 400234/07887 654802
www.white-post.co.uk
info@white-post.co.uk
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